-First, we announced the new executive board for the Fall 2019 semester. Lauren Rossi joins the board as Secretary, while Michelle Novak also joins the board as both Vice President and Webmaster. Emily Crispino has changed roles, from Webmaster to Treasurer, and Marlee Newman has moved into the role of President.

-We then discussed upcoming SOURCE events for the Fall Semester, including the Princeton Open Archives event on Thursday, October 17th, 2019, the rescheduled Archives Chat with Alexis Antracoli, the planned visit to the *Paul Revere: Beyond Midnight* exhibit at the New York Historical Society on October 26th, the exhibit visit to *Cost of Revolution* at the Museum of the American Revolution in Philadelphia on November 15th, and the tour of the National Archives with archivist Carey Stumm on December 6th.

  -Discussing moving the planned date of the visit to the Museum of the American Revolution from *Friday, November 15th* to *Saturday, November 16th* - the Museum has additional planned events and tours on Saturday which members may find interested (additional events noted specifically in the Agenda), and may be easier in terms of ability to travel. Members agreed, and the date has been changed to *Saturday, November 16th*.

- The suggestion was made that we have an end of semester celebration, and it was decided to attach this celebration to our last meeting of the semester, **December 17th at 5:45pm in Room 323**

-Next, we discussed additional, non-SOURCE upcoming events taking place in the surrounding area. Please see the agenda for specific details, as well as links to additional information.

  -Michelle Novak also noted the conference, *Striking the Balance: Access vs. Preservation in Museums*, which will be held at the Museum of the American Revolution in Philadelphia, December 5-6, 2019. The tickets are $275 for CCAHA members and $300 for non-members. For more information, go [here](#).

- The theme for SAA 2020 was read out (please see Agenda for details and Call for Papers link)

- Further discussion was had regarding the idea of holding a Graduate Student Symposium in the Spring or next Fall semester, in particular regarding format and participants. Ideas include:

  - debate-style discussions regarding current theories and controversies in the field (Editing/removing memorial spaces; MPLP; digital preservation/what makes a document a document; the concept of the archive as a neutral space; archivist activism). Students would be able to read a selection of articles and prepare arguments on both sides.
  - panels regarding the development of professional skills (LAM professionals and social media; networking; etc.)
  - Could connect with other iSchools for wider participation, or create planned content that discovers and emphasizes the links between the various concentrations, creating an event for SC&I as a whole
  - If interested in helping to plan this event further, please email Marlee Newman (marlee.newman@rutgers.edu)

- Finally, the executive board began to determine if there would be interest in a monthly newsletter from SOURCE, which would have information, minutes, agendas, and event details with links to RSVP forms
and surveys in one place. Notifications to listservs would continue - this would be an additional point of contact.

Next month’s meeting is **Tuesday, November 19, 5:45pm in room 337**. The zoom meeting link is [here](#).